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About This Game
How long have you developed your thinking and attentiveness? Today we will give you such an opportunity, as an interesting
and attractive game appeared on our vast spaces, which allows us to poke our brains. Game aMAZE Gears perfectly suitable not
only for your children, but also the whole family.
Try to go through the tangled maze, evading the traps. When you are hit by one of the traps, you will have to start the level
again. After exiting the labyrinth, you will move to a larger labyrinth, and this will continue until you can get out of all the
labyrinths.
In this game you need to pass a small gear through the maze. It should be delivered to a portal, which is usually in the center of
the maze, but before that activate it.
Levels became even greater, they became even more difficult and more interesting.
Not many maze games will create a whole new kinds of maze for you.
Use the keyboard arrow keys or W A S D button's to navigate the different mazes
In aMAZE Gears:
- 50 levels
- Traps
- Gears
- Achievements
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- Calm Soundtrack
- Abstraction Art
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Title: aMAZE Gears
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blender Games
Publisher:
Blender Games
Franchise:
aMAZE
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2018
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honda amaze gears. amaze gears. honda amaze automatic gears
I just finished the game last night. This is one of the best old style D&D games I have played in a long time. Very good story
and good graphics. they all set the mood for a fun romp in fantasy land. I will play this game again with different characters and
try different approaches. I would recommend this game for anyone who likes dungeons, dragons, loot, or just plain fun.. On the
Macintosh at least, the game is bugged ]"Application load error 5:0000064535"]. Based on the forum posts, neither steam
support nor Her Interactive help.
I will update or remove this review if they ever fix the error.. Imagine Touhou with fewer lives and no idea what you're doing. I
don't know if my "spells" are weak or I'm doing something wrong but I lose after one or two lives. Also the plot has something
to do with Prussia (once a real empire in Europe) magic (mentioned in the intro) and space age warships (not mentioned but
that's what I saw as the enemies). Maybe I just don't know what I'm doing but atleast touhou was easy to learn when I was new..
great game for the older generation who enjoyed close combat and panzer general loved the game .. Rawr RawRrr! Game
RAWR! ROAR.... Snort. ..... RRRRRRAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHRRRRRRRRRR!. Really fun game, I ate so
much my arms were hurting from picking up the plates 10\/10
Check my video on it: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8V3UgLg8NXs. I liked it, great music and visuals. Good job,
team!. I really enjoyed playing musynx things i wish you guys add in the future update
1.more songs in the list
2.5 keys button mode
3.very hard mode for the songs
4.health bar if you miss any note ( because the game won't let you lose if you missed )
5.sorting the song .
6.BEST OF LUCK.
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After reaching a high score now of >55,000 and >200 hrs on this game (and two roles higher than galacticorp executive) I
thought I'd share what keeps me coming back.
This was my first "rogue-like" game where you are not told how to play and what the value of the items are that you find. At
first this was frustrating and I was struggling to survive missions but steadily I discovered weapons, combos and strats
that worked.
It is a very UNFORGIVING GAME so the learning curve is steep to get to the higher scores and if something goes
wrong in combat or you judge the relative strengths of enemy fleets incorrectly, you only have a very small window of
time to escape or your fleet will be wiped out. Once you engage you better hope you judged it right.
I love turn based 4X games (Xplore, Xpand, Xploit, Xterminate) and this game feels like a light and casual Xplore and
Xterminate version of these games (there is no settling or empire building, just increasing fleet size and customisation).
I play it casually but may be sucked into an hour long game if things are going well and I feel a high score coming on.
Since it is turn based, I have the luxury of taking my time to consider each move and weigh my strengths and
weaknesses. It is still hard to judge the relative strength of more evenly matched battles and so I still get wiped out
occasionally with much chagrin! The special missions that come up can seem over whelming and only recently did I
beat the bugs 1 on 1 in a fair fight.
I now start with all the difficulty options on max and with a military mission base ship (I preferred scientific at the
start to focus on the exploring). I find the Even Wierder Worlds mod the best extra content without making it easier
(Esmarelda can take ANY item - cargo or equipped - and often a best gun!).
After >200 hrs it is really just the procedurally generated maps and trying to get the "perfect" game that keeps me
going as well as mods to change things up. Random races and random personalities of the races you meet would
improve replayability in the long term.. dads a god agme. Great game, worth the price!. NOTE: Got this as part of an
Ubercrate subscription.
Surprisingly creepy 16bit survival horror, using the "slasher on a campground" premise. Awesome atmosphere,
between the visuals/sound and the creepy and persistant enemy hunting you. Fetch questing was reasonable, and story
was interesting enough to warrant the playthrough. Not long, but probably the right length for what it was.
Recommend to stealth fans, horror fans, and retro fans.. Small clean rougelike with ephasis on fluent gamplay!
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